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got seriously wet 12 times in 1300
hashes.

Where did we go? Up to the A2
and back again. What did we see?
Fresh woods and pastures new (at
least nobody knew the area, though
our Uncle Gerry reckoned to have
worked it out). Also orchards.
“Kent, sir – everybody knows Kent
– apples, cherries, hops and
women”. Some of our visitors were
prominent as front runners – Jolly
Green Giant and Old Thumper,
Non-Stick and Clogs; our own
Clutching Hand and Dormouse
were good on the early checks. One
section of the white trail was
definitely off limits, along a
conveyor belt clearly marked No
Admittance and onto a gravel
mountain. An admirably happy and
warm atmosphere in the two pubs:
unlike the hotel the next day,
neither ran out of beer. (As did we:
an errant wife drove off with all
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our stock…)
Apples, cherries, hops and women.

Well, January is not the best month
for finding apples on trees, Cherry
wasn’t there, we had a good hop
after the dinner, and our women
looked glamorous. And don’t they
enjoy dancing! It was a delight to
watch them.

The quiz showed that hashers
know more about drinking and
hashing (answers right) than
Shakespeare (no correct answers) or
Malory (very few). Geography and
history, not many marks. English
words, high marks. “The right level
of difficulty” commented Ear
Trumpet.

The hotel made us welcome, even
booking me into the same single bed
as Dr Death (“The fate worse
than…”) Portaloo had really got
everything well organised, planned
and executed; he and Light Switch, as
well as the two hares, fully deserved

all the praise and thanks they
received. Many, many thanks to
all involved.  On On,  FRB

———
THE DIRTY DOZEN:
PRIME TRAILS 2008

Where the Flour Went Haywire
Atalanta Run 1698 (Yes, I know,
2007!) at Rowledge, when the trails
went everywhere and nowhere.

Gibber’s memorable write-up blamed
the dog.

Short An’ Run1721 West Humble.
The pack became hopelessly
separated at the first check.
Weather atrocious.

Lord Raleigh Run 1743 Reigate.
Nobody found the out-trail, except
Popeye running the wrong way
round, and the in-trail made no
sense.

POPEYE COLOURS
KENT, PACK CRACK

QUIZ

Grand Master :
FRB

(Peter Hughes)
01932 886 747 (h)

Joint Masters:
SBJ

(Fran Ridout
07793 462 919(m)

and
Portaloo

(Bob  Wood)
  01737 842 945 (h)

Religious Advisor :
Bonn Bugle

(Jo Avey)
 07718 903 493 (m)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Hornblower

(Judy Lodge)
01483 568052 (h)

Hash Cash :
Chunderos

(Lorraine Piercy)
01372 454 907 (h)

Trail Master :
Mrs. Robinson

(Marion  Tucker)
0208 748 7241 (h)

DapperHasherie:
Greenpeace

(Cherry Allingham)
07814 051190 (m)

Beer Meister:
J Arthur (Thomas)

01483  224 491 (h)

Missionary Position:
Belcher

(Peter Edwards)
0208 643 5173 (h)

Joint-Secs :
Hans Der Schwanz

(Jerry Partington)
01483 723 746 (h)

and
Tequil’ over

(Richard Piercy)
01372 454 907 (h)
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Reaching Chartham Hatch from
the M2 was at least as tricky as
solving Popeye’s checks. I  saw
neither hair nor hide of the yellow
trail; the unfortunate yellow
trailers seem to have been deprived
of pit-stops. Pink reached the
G&T pit-stop (inexplicably offered
in Popeye’s boat stranded on the
flood-plain) roughly at the same
time as white, while on the return
from the pub pit-stop the pink-uns
again reached their destination
simultaneously with the white men
(and women) Admirable
calculation!

Assumably Olive Oyl, credited
with the pink trail, gets as much
kudos for this as Popeye. She
reports him as returning from
laying the main trail, very early in
the day, looking like a drowned rat;
but the fierce weather had long
blown out before we set forth. Rain
is rare, despite appearances; I have

Blue Suit Run 1745 Ide Hill. The
hare could not solve his own checks
and had to guide us round. Good
weekend though.

Belcher Run 1747 Dorking. Rain and
confusion. Ask Tosser for details, we
were all in France

Bonn Bugle, Hans der Schwanz Run
1755. In and out trails hopelessly
muddled, with a perpetual loop for
good measure. Rain.

 Too Bloody Long
Tequil’Over & Chunderos Run 1735
Headley Park. Cracking good party,
dreadful trail

T-Total Run 1741 Dorking. Again a
good party.. Crossing the A24 was
the worst part

Ever-Readyette and Eskimo Nell Run

1742. Another brilliant party; trail
took the best part of 3 hours. Rain (a
leit-motif of this list)

Boundah Run 1749 Copthorne. Even
the checks made no sense.

Clutching Hand Run 1752 A3. Into
Ripley and back on black..

Too Bloody Short
Body Shop Run 1711 Eastbourne. 35
minutes of shops and piers. Great
weekend though. (How is it that so
many of these selections are aligned
with hash jollity?)

Getting SH3 Into Trouble
Golden Balls Run 1714 Bagshot
Heath. The GM’s phone was hot for
a week. We need permission to run
over military lands or where Nature
England holds sway!
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